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ADVERTISEMENT

NEWS

SCIENTISTS believe they might be able to solve the mystery over
whether Saint Paul really wrote the Letter to the Hebrews if the
Vatican supplies some more extra-canonical texts.

Adelaide University's School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering has developed an
automatic author detection system that's probed two hotly debated texts, the US
Federalist Papers and the Letter to the Hebrews.

The project team led by Professor Derek Abbott uses advanced software techniques to
analyse author style based on commonly used words.

In their paper in the journal PLOS ONE, the scientists say the Letter to the Hebrews was
originally attributed to Saint Paul but its authorship has been debated since the third
century AD.

Scholars suggested Barnabas, Luke and Clement of Rome as alternative authors, so the
team tested that theory along with potential authorship by Mark and John, and another
possibility, Ignatius of Antioch.

"What we found is that the Letter to the Hebrews is indeed closest to Paul than to any of
these other authors," Prof Abbott said.

"But the sting in the tail is that this positive result had only a weak likelihood weighting."

There are two other possibilities - that Luke and Paul collaborated, or that the true author
has yet to be found.

"If the Vatican were to agree to supply us with more extra-canonical texts that we haven't
tried, we would be happy to do more exhaustive tests," Prof Abbott said.

They also tested the Federalist Papers, a collection of 85 influential political essays written
in the late 1700s in the lead-up to the US Constitution. Their authorship was originally a
guarded secret.

Scholars now accept that Alexander Hamilton, James Madison and John Jay are the
authors but there is some dispute over who wrote what and whether chapters had single
authors.

Prof Abbott said there was a high degree of certainty that one of the disputed texts, Essay
62, is written by Madison.
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Police nab con man
Peter Foster

NOTORIOUS con man Peter Foster has been
arrested after a year on the run. Police found him
hiding out in a settlement near Byron Bay.
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Penrith mosque will
‘change fabric of life’

PENRITH is set to get its first Islamic mosque,
despite one critic’s claims it will attract crime and
change the area’s fabric of life ‘irreversibly’.
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Twelve of the essays cannot be allocated to any of the three authors but there's a
similarly strong likelihood they were probably the result of a certain degree of
collaboration between the authors.
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25 tourists rushed to
hospital after falling
ill on bus

TWENTY FIVE tourists were rushed to hospital
and remain in isolation after they fell severely ill
on a bus in Sydney’s southwest this afternoon.
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Guilty over shooting
of Maha Hamze

A MAN has been found guilty of shooting the aunt
of Supermax inmate Bassam Hamzy who was
shot in the legs as she stood at the front door of
her Auburn home last year.
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Lawyer: I was wrong
to fight sex abuse
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A GOVERNMENT lawyer who used every technical
defence available to fight a case by victims of
shocking sexual abuse in a children’s home has
admitted that he had been wrong.
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THE former supermodel, in Sydney to film
Australia’s Next Top Model (her first reality show)
reveals that she’s quite happy to sport wrinkles as
she approaches the big FIVE-O.
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story

A NEW York City taxi driver was shocked to
discover he’d just picked up Tom Hanks as a
customer. But what happened after the ride was
truly awesome.
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research suggests so.
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